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TanklessGuru.com Has Solved The Bad Tankless Water Heater Installation Problem  
Their system saves time, money and no tankless knowledge is needed for a safe install. 

 
Prosper, Texas (January 20, 2023) – With consumer interest growing in sustainable home energy 
solutions, tankless water heaters have exploded in popularity. Unfortunately, many plumbers lack 
the knowledge of how to install or diagnose a problem with a tankless water heater, resulting in an 
unsafe, expensive, and time-consuming installation. TanklessGuru.com, an expert in tankless water 
heater installations for more than 15 years, has developed a solution to that challenge. 
  
TanklessGuru.com is the only company in the United States that preassembles all the needed 
components for a safe and successful tankless installation. TanklessGuru.com delivers the TG PRE-
ASSEMBLY SYSTEM to the homeowner, ready for a plumber to mount in an attic or garage. Then, the 
TanklessGuru.com TG PRE-ASSEMBLY SYSTEM only requires the installer to complete five simple 
connections, thus removing the primary risks of improper and unsafe installations that work every 
time.  
 
Using Rheem’s advanced RTGH 95 DVLN-2 tankless water heater unit which is mounted onto oil 
finished plywood backer board, along with an additional 21 components makes-up a completed 
assembly.  
 
All assemblies are completed, in their production facility in Prosper Texas, using quintessential 
manufacturing assembly methods with an extensive inspection process prior to delivery.  
 
Founder and design engineer Ray Scott created the TG PRE-ASSEMBLY SYSTEM to eliminate the 
preventable problems that come with most tankless installations. With more than 15 years in the 
industry installing tankless water heaters, he saw how easily installations can go wrong, creating a 
potential safety hazard for the homeowner.  
 
“A growing nationwide problem is that most plumbers have very little knowledge of how a tankless 
water heater operates or how to properly install one,” Scott explains. “A field assembly installation 
usually involves the plumber purchasing some components or finding parts, that may work, in their 
truck and then assembling them at the customer’s home. Then making several runs to the Home 
Depot for more parts. This process can take an average of 8 to 10 hours, with the potential of 
making many mistakes and then not knowing how to diagnose a problem, they just created. By 
having the correct components preassembled in a quality controlled manufacturing environment, 
most field assembly mistakes are eliminated.”  
 
Scott says the TG PRE-ASSEMBLY SYSTEM typically takes 3 hours to install, once the tanks are 
removed, and can save a homeowner between $1,500 to $2,000 in costs. And, most importantly, it 
vastly reduces the risk of improper – and unsafe – installs. 
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The TG PRE-ASSEMBLY SYSTEM includes high quality components, designed to last, like the Rheem 
tankless water heaters and Culligan water filter. TanklessGuru.com offers an unprecedented 5-year 
parts and labor warranty on its TG PRE-ASSEMBLY SYSTEM.  
 
“Over the years we’ve installed more than 2,500 tankless water heaters. Once I developed this 
system, the last 350 proof of concept installs were very successful,” Scott adds. “It’s very satisfying 
to know that we’ve been able to make a significant improvement to this industry that will benefit 
everyone involved.”  
 
TanklessGuru.com wants to take the TG PRE-ASSEMBLY SYSTEM nationwide and is currently looking 
for partners or investors. 
 

For more information, visit www.tanklessguru.com. 
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